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According to Rollin (1934), Pletnava (1938), and Sédan and Sédan-Bauby (1949), the condition of the conjunctival vessels is a reliable guide to the state of the circulatory system in hypertonic individuals. Different types of conjunctival aneurysms (Fig. 1), for instance, have been associated with different diseases of the circulatory system (Miller, 1949), and more recently McCulloch and Pashby (1950) have described berry-shaped conjunctival dilatations in a considerable number of diabetic cases.

Fig. 1.—Different types of conjunctival aneurysms in different diseases (after Miller, from Berliner, 1949). [1-12, arteriosclerosis; 13-21, nephritis; 23-24, leukaemia].

In order to secure further data we have made photographic records of pathological changes in the conjunctival vessels. For this purpose the photomicrographic apparatus of Leitz attached to a Haag-Streit slit lamp was used (time of exposure 0.1 sec. at 6 amperes, using 4.5 x 6 cm. x-ray film) and, as will be seen from the accompanying figures, photographs rich in detail were obtained.
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Three forms of aneurysms could be distinguished; a saccular type occurring in cases of arteriosclerosis (Fig. 2) and situated usually at the bifurcation of the vessels, a fusiform type seen in cases of hypertension (Figs 3 and 4), and a berry-shaped type occurring mainly in diabetic subjects (Fig. 5). It should be emphasized, however, that these different types of vascular dilatations may be found occasionally in the conjunctivae of normal persons, their incidence increasing with advancing age. We are able to confirm the statement of McCulloch and Pashby that berry-shaped aneurysms occur in the conjunctival vessels in 55 per cent. of diabetic cases (Fig. 6). Furthermore, retinal
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Fig. 5. Berry-like aneurysm in a normal case.

Fig. 6.—Berry-like aneurysms in diabetes.

micro-aneurysms, as described by Ballantyne and Loewenstein (1943), Ashton (1949), and Friedenwald (1950), were present in 20 per cent. of 150 diabetics, but the retinopathy was independent of the conjunctival aneurysms. It is interesting to note that in 70 per cent. of the diabetic cases with simultaneous retinal and conjunctival aneurysms, an abnormal electrocardiogram was present.

What is the significance of these aneurysms? We believe that in attempting to answer this question certain hydromechanical rules may be applicable, especially since aneurysms may be found in conditions which cannot be regarded as pathological. Within the observational period of one week, a conjunctival aneurysm may change its shape. A saccular aneurysm, for instance, may become fusiform (Figs 7 and 8). The vessel adapts itself to the varying conditions in the circulation and the aneurysmal dilatation is thus an expression of a functional vasomotion (Zweifach, 1950). Kiss and Orbán (1950) have recently described "bulbiculi" in the venae vorticosae (Fig. 9), irregularities which cannot be regarded as pathological since they were found even in early youth; these too may be explicable on the same basis. According to Bernoulli’s rule for liquids streaming within a tube, the product of the velocity and the pressure is constant at every cross-section of the tube. Thus at positions of dilatation, velocity is less
and pressure greater and *vice versa*. In the case of the arterial circulation, this means that circulation within capillaries leading from a dilated vessel, takes place at a higher pressure than in those leading from constricted vessels. In venous dilatations, mainly occurring in diabetes, Venturi's rule applies, which states that the pressure of a fluid flowing through a constriction is less than that on
either side; a vessel joining at the site of the constriction would, therefore, be subjected to suction. It will thus be seen that aneurysmal dilatations, both on the arterial and venous side, may serve as equilibrating reservoirs. Fluid injected intermittently into a U-shaped rigid tube emerges intermittently at both ends, but if a rubber tube be inserted into one of the branches, which now becomes capable of extension, the streaming within this branch becomes continuous while remaining intermittent in the other. Similarly, aneurysms may serve to ensure an even blood supply within the capillaries.
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